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A new vision for RCMSAR:
Excellence in communitybased marine safety.

With a vibrant membership, strong leadership, supportive partners, new
facilities and a decades-long record of success, Royal Canadian Marine
Search and Rescue is a key public safety partner in British Columbia.
As you read this, hundreds of RCMSAR volunteers are standing by, ready to leave their families or jobs to respond to
an emergency on the water. They will likely be on-scene within minutes, in a dedicated rescue vessel equipped with the
latest electronics and search and rescue tools, and with the skills and training to handle almost any marine or medical
emergency. Those volunteers will lead or support the response to about a third of all marine emergencies on the west
coast during the coming year. This tremendous contribution makes RCMSAR a key partner in the Canadian search and
rescue system.
We want to and can do more. We recognize today’s opportunity to leverage our success and build new capacity to
support public safety, improve our search and rescue service, and create new partnerships. With strong governance and
management supporting the power and dedication of our volunteers, we will continue to make a real difference to public
safety in British Columbia in the years ahead.
This strategic plan lays out the key elements of our ambitious vision for the benefit of the public, our members and our
partners in marine safety. Recurring themes are technical excellence, integration, collaboration, communications, and
most importantly, leadership.
This plan also reflects the feedback we received from our members and guidance from our management team.
Overwhelmingly our volunteers cite “helping people” and “giving back to the community” as reasons why they give so
generously of their time to train and respond to potentially dangerous missions on the water. That passion underpins our
commitment to fully engage our membership, support our safety partners, achieve public recognition of our crews, and
sustain stable funding to maintain and improve the best volunteer marine search and rescue service in Canada.
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Mission:

Vision:

Values:

Saving lives on the water.

Excellence in community-based
marine safety.

Safety. Safety is our top priority and is at the forefront of all of
activities. We have institutionalized this value through our Safety
Management System and our internal regulatory body, the Safety and
Training Board.

Volunteerism. The spirit of volunteerism and sense of service to
communities and individuals in need are at the heart of what motivates our
members.

Professionalism. Our personal deportment, the quality of our
operations and training, our top-notch equipment and our learning culture
are all elements of the professionalism that distinguishes RCMSAR.

Community. Our core mandate of marine search and rescue is
conducted within the context of a broader community of responders whose
combined efforts contribute to the safety of people in British Columbia and
in the communities which support our stations.

Trust. As an organization that relies on relationships, the continued trust
of the people we serve and our partners is the greatest measure of our
effectiveness

Mandate:

RCMSAR provides marine SAR through partnership and collaboration with
the communities of British Columbia, Indigenous, federal and provincial
governments, industry and other non-governmental agencies. While
RCMSAR is not legislated in this responsibility, the will of its volunteers
and the strength of our leadership provides a force for unity and
effectiveness across the community of marine responders. This strategic
plan outlines how we intend to expand these sevices under the broader
context of our vision.
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A key partner in
west coast marine safety

RCMSAR is a core partner to the marine safety system on the west coast of Canada.
Our activities include:
• Leadership in innovation and advancing operational excellence in marine search and rescue
• RCMSAR responds to approximately one third of all marine emergencies in the region – an average 800
missions per year
• 35 rescue stations strategically located in communities from south of Vancouver to north of Prince Rupert
• 1,100 volunteers providing immediate response and operational support
• Year-round, 24/7 coverage
• Proud support for the Canadian Coast Guard through a provision of service agreement
• A modern fleet of more than 50 dedicated rescue vessels, including unique RCMSAR craft designed for the
B.C. coast
• Highly-trained rescue crews who collectively log over 8,000 training hours each year
• An RCMSAR Training Centre for advanced simulated and on-water training
• A search and rescue prevention program to educate the public and prevent tragedies on the water
• Support for local governments, where we are leaders in our communities
• Strategic partnerships with the Government of Canada, Indigenous leadership and the Government of
British Columbia
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Our core function of marine search and rescue
Search and rescue will remain our core function. Saving lives on the water is what defines our service with our members,
partners and the public. It focuses our priorities over the next three years.

Strategic Priority: Provide a high quality search and rescue service.
Goal: Safety - for our crews and public
Action:
•

We will continue to invest in our Safety Management System to ensure our crews are trained, our vessels are fit, and
our practices lead to maximum safety on the water.

•

The new Safety and Training Board will be the clearinghouse for policy development and safety and training issues.

Goal: Readiness for our mission
Action:
•

We will remain ready to respond to marine emergencies at a moment’s notice at more than 35 rescue stations in
British Columbia. A 30-minute standard response time is a measure of that performance.

•

We will conduct cyclical operational needs analysis to ensure our assets are best postured to achieve operational
effectiveness across our region.

Goal: Capable vessels and top-notch equipment
Action:
•

We will continue to standardize our fleet with Safety of Lives at Sea Convention compliant vessels that meet the
needs of our mission and our operating environment.

•

Continued investment in the Fleet Management Plan which lays out vessel refits and replacements over a 20-year
period to maintain a modern, efficient SAR fleet.

•

We will support the safety of our crews with robust and certified personal protection equipment.

Goal: Learning from informed practice and improving our operational procedures
Action:
•

We will continue to work with the Canadian Coast Guard and other marine search and rescue partners to refine our
procedures to ensure our collective continuous improvement.

•

We will cyclically review our practices to improve our learning and to maintain the highest standards in our core
function and be open to expanding our impact into other marine safety domains.
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Goal: Institutionalizing marine safety excellence
Action:
•

We will focus on developing our Headquarters and Training Centre as a centre of excellence in marine safety training
and leadership by exploring new course offerings, entering into training partnerships, and improving our facilities.

................................................................................................

Developing our people
As a volunteer-based organization, our people are our greatest strength. Our 1,100 members come from all walks of life
and are the backbone of our service.

Strategic Priority: Our people are confident, expert and effective in the delivery of
marine safety services.
Goal: A collective leadership ethos based on selfless service
Action:
•

We will nurture a culture that supports leadership development at all levels.

•

We will provide an environment that encourages members to assume leadership roles supported by the training,
tools, experience and knowledge they need to succeed.

•

We will create leadership opportunities to support the professional development our members.

Action:
•

Already providing the most comprehensive volunteer marine rescue training program in Canada, we will improve and
evolve our training standards to enhance the safety of our volunteers and those they serve.

•

We will recruit and train new crew members to sustain our rescue mandate and provide excellent service to the
public.

•

We will provide a continuum of training from new to expert crew member requirements to ensure that our members
continually improve and sustain their skills.

•

We will collaborate with other learning institutions and seek opportunities for equivalent training recognition to
support our members’ career aspirations outside of RCMSAR.
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Goal: Effective administrative support
Action:
•

We will invest in support for the volunteers and staff who are responsible for support functions such as recruitment,
retention, scheduling, vessels, equipment, maintenance, public relations that lead to successful rescue stations.

•

We will support the capability and capacity of the societies that form the core of fundraising and administration for
our stations.

Goal: Proactive knowledge transfer
Action:
•

We will explore technology and other tools to increase dialogue and knowledge transfer among members across our
large and geographically-dispersed organization.

Goal: A systematic approach to critical incident stress management
Action:
•

We will collaborate with the Canadian Coast Guard to institutionalize and broaden our ability to respond to critical
incident stress issues for our members.

“

Our 1,100 members come
from all walks of life.
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Collaborating with existing and
emergent partners
This is a key focus for our future. RCMSAR is a capable and well-respected marine safety organization and we
recognize the opportunity to build on our existing partnerships and develop new ones with stakeholders involved with
public safety or the marine industry.

Strategic Priority: To improve interagency effectiveness in marine safety
through partnerships.
Goal: A stronger SAR partnership with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the
Canadian Coast Guard
Action:
•

Continue to provide effective service in support of the Canadian Coast Guard maritime SAR mandate.

•

Strengthen our partnership through training and exercise development, liaison and other collaboration that fosters
teamwork and interoperability.

Goal: Establish new partnerships
Action:
•

We will explore potential partnerships to improve our service to the public, broaden our member engagement, and
contribute towards more sustainable funding for our core SAR services. These could include:
1. Potential partnership with the Province of British Columbia to support improved coastal community safety.
2. Potential partnerships with Indigenous and other community leaders to explore ways to improve the search
and rescue capacity of remote communities in recognition of their vital role in west coast marine safety.
3. Partnership with marine environmental response agencies to assist community response to
environmental incidents.

Goal: Mutual aid and support to non-SAR and SAR emergency management agencies
Action:
•

We will build relationships with other agencies with the goal of improving public safety while maintaining our primary
responsibility to support Canadian Coast Guard marine SAR

Goal: Strong international relationships
Action:
•

We value our membership in the International Maritime Rescue Federation (IMRF) and our close ties with our marine
rescue counterparts around the world. We will strengthen these relationships to improve international collaboration.
A key milestone will be when RCMSAR hosts the IMRF World Maritime Rescue Congress in Vancouver in 2019.
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Effective communications
RCMSAR’s development depends on a greater awareness and understanding by the public and our partners about our
people, our mission and our achievements.

Strategic Priority: To enhance recruiting, retention, fundraising, member and
stakeholder engagement.
Goal: Improved public and stakeholder awareness
Action:
•

Increase communications activity across a range of channels including internal communications, social media and
mainstream media.

Goal: Increased member input and an environment that supports critical thinking
Action:
•

We will encourage all members to contribute towards improving our organization through engagement on key issues.

Goal: SAR Prevention
Action:
•

We will develop partnerships with like-minded agencies to create stable, long-term support for our initiatives aimed
at preventing emergencies on the water.

Goal: Strong government relations
Action:
•

We will pursue opportunities to integrate more closely with provincial and municipal programs to provide more
seamless service to the public and to augment RCMSAR’s formal responsibility to the federal government.
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Stable and sustainable resources
RCMSAR is a charity that relies on a variety of funding sources. Primary funders include the Canadian Coast Guard
(through a Contribution Agreement) and the Province of BC (through Gaming grants for vessels and equipment). That
combined funding does not cover our costs, and RCMSAR Headquarters and individual stations must perform
additional fundraising in order to meet our search and rescue mandate. The current funding model is vulnerable to
program changes beyond our control.

Strategic Priority: Establish stable long-term funding to enable service
improvement and growth.
Goal: A sustainable operational support model
Action:
•

Work towards a more centralized funding model to lessen the burden on stations and individual members to
fundraise.

•

Optimize use of the Headquarters and Training Centre and RCMSAR’s property near Victoria, a valuable asset with
tremendous potential for training revenue.

•

Renew our Contribution Agreement or other financial instrument with the Canadian Coast Guard and explore new
agreements with Indigenous communities, provincial and local partners to help ensure the sustainability of our
service.

•

Explore new partnerships with the marine industry, Non-Governmental and International Governmental Organizations
to achieve a shared vision of excellence in marine safety.
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Strategic focus by calendar year:

2017

Renewing partnerships and establishing new relationships

Focused development areas: core marine SAR, training and education provision, remote community support, environmental response operations, support to humanitarian operations.
Continuous improvement review cycle for governance, operational effectiveness, fleet management, safety and training
standards, support to station administration.

Initiate new program development and new operating capabilities
Activate prioritized development areas based on resource opportunities.

2018

Continuous improvement review cycle for governance, operational effectiveness, fleet management, safety and training
standards, support to station administration.

2019

Establish new program delivery as core operations

Transition development areas into mainstream operating functions.
Continuous improvement review cycle for governance, operational effectiveness, fleet management, safety and training
standards, support to station administration
Key Event: Host to the International Maritime Rescue Federation World Maritime Rescue Conference, Vancouver BC
Review and extend horizon of RCMSAR Strategic Plan (2020-2025)
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Thank you.
As we pursue our vision of excellence in community-based marine safety, we are
grateful for our many supporters.
You make it possible for us to provide excellent training for our volunteer
crews, equip them with lifesaving vessels, and maintain roundthe-clock emergency coverage in communities along the British
Columbia coast.
Thank you for helping us save lives on the water.

www.rcmsar.com

Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue
6040 East Sooke Road
Sooke, BC V9Z 0Z7
1-800-665-4757
info@rcmsar.com
www.rcmsar.com

